September Affiliate Newsletter
Say what, it's September already! And, while the sweet summer days are
behind us, there's so much to look forward to. Like, for instance, Vista
Gaming's sweet awwwtumn treats that you and your players simply can't afford
to miss.
Yep, it's time to juice up the game, and not only your players'. Check out this
month's septacular offers, wow your players, and see your earnings soar this
Fall.

Casino News
We're making casino action hotter this month with dollops of sensational offers
and bonuses. Can your players afford to miss?!
True Las Vegas thrills kick off with slick, rewarding events like the $2,525 Spin
& Win with Betsoft and Leisure & Fun Slots Tourneys. More 777 slot
goodness comes with promos such as the Bizarre Spinback that hand out
heaps of shiny extra spins. And, the $1,100 Live Dealer Tournament is where
players will leave a trailblazing path while duelling with real croupiers – from
the comfort of their leather couches sipping cold nitro brew, of course.

Vegas Crest Casino

You know, players love grabbing ‘em. We love giving them. Aaaand, you love
sharing them.
A free chip! Yes, the name's enough to tingle the spine of every casino buff.
Well, Vegas Crest Casino puts the quest to rest with a $5 Free Chip –
available to all new players signing up this September.
Awesome Bonus Alert: An explosive 200% Welcome Bonus of up to $1,000
+ 50 Free Spins offer to share with your players and witness new levels of
commission (that's just between us, okay?).
*Disclaimer: The above on-request offers are carefully crafted to attract
insane traffic. Make sure your server is ready for these bad boys. Wink wink.

Enough of spinning the reels. At least for a while (yeah, slots rule). Vegas
Crest Brasil is mixing it up with a fantastic signup offer of R$50 Free Chip to
play Roulette. Easy to play, fun to win, the players are gonna have a ball
spinning the wheel.
An extra dose of adrenaline comes in the form of a smashing 300% First
Deposit Bonus. This all-rounder of a bonus will let your players enjoy slot
games, video bingo, table games, and even live dealer games.
Request these exclusive offers from our affiliate team today. Go you!

CyberSpins Casino

CyberSpins is taking your players to a magical journey in Alice's fantasy
world. Get them spinning with 20 Free Signup Spins for Fairytale Fortunes:
Queen of Hearts, and let the white rabbit show them wonderous treasures.
With CyberSpins' cool giveaways and adrenaline-packed games, there is no
stopping your players from having hours of immersive fun. So, why not treat
them to an eye-popping 250% up to $1,250 First Deposit Welcome Bonus
(VIP special offer) and get rewarded yourself? Do it!
And, if you need more ammo, just give your affiliate manager a shoutout.

Bingo News
Virtual dabbers at the ready. It's bingo time with an extravaganza of exciting
promotions, tournaments, jackpots, and other cool extras. Here's how
sensational September unfolds in our bingos.
Unleashing thrilling action this month is the spectacular Mother Nature Bingo
Tourney, Live Lottery Tournament, and the Dragon Battle Slot Tourney –
each one bursting with high-octane entertainment and delicious prizes. Of
course, the Epic Bingo Party is the showstopper, featuring the $10,000
guaranteed game. More fabulous offers such as Special Weekend Bonus,
Nickel Bingo Cashback, and the Free Spins Party promo will see players
flocking like the salmon of Capistrano. Mmmm… sounds good.

The rules are simple. Grab this booster. Have an unforgettable experience
playing the games. Become a bingo/casino superstar. Scream in ecstasy till
the neighbors call the cops (kidding, kind of).
Ladies and gentlemen, presenting CyberBingo's incredible $31 FREE Signup
Bingo Bonus and the equally explosive 666% First Deposit Bonus Offer.
There is no stopping your players from having limitless amounts of fun with
these by-request, winning offers. Wooo!
*Exclusive offers for BingoSpirit and BingoFest are also available on request.

Let's burn rubber, partner. Get into high gear by contacting Vistagaming
Affiliates today and get your fancy welcome offer, marketing material and
exclusive tracking links.
Email to let us know if you would like to promote our monthly press releases.
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